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Introduction

It is generally accepted that understanding intelligence and brain function is an important
scientific goal of interest to scientists, medical practitioners, and engineers. The visual
system, in particular, is a very big component of the brain and it is estimated that at
least fifty percent of neurons in the human cortex are involved in visual processing (the
proportion rises to sixty percent for macaque monkeys). It is generally believed that the
cortex is the seat of intelligence (the rise of the human species in the past few million
years correlates strongly with increase in cortex size). Moreover, the uniformity of the
cortex suggests that if one understands part of it, such as the visual system, then this
knowledge would generalize to help understand the rest.
How then, can one study the brain and intelligence? One direct approach is to treat it
as a physical system and study it in the same way that physicists study elementary particles or complex systems. However, the brain is extremely complicated and is, perhaps, the
most complex known physical system in the universe. It contains at least 1012 neurons all
of which have many components such as axons, the soma, and dendritic trees. Although
scientists have learnt an enormous amount about brain anatomy, physiology and neural
mechanisms, this knowledge is still not nearly enough to determine analytic equations
which describe neural dynamics of large systems of neurons (except in certain restricted
regimes). Moreover, even precise knowledge of neural dynamics would only yield partial
understanding of brain function (knowing the electronic dynamics of a computer does
not give much insight into the algorithm that the computer is running). This suggests
that direct approaches based on studying the biology of the brain must be augmented
by understanding visual processing at a more abstract level. Such understanding must
take into account the tasks the biological, or artificial, vision system should achieve, what
domains it must function in and what computational resources it has.
The approach described in this book, is to study vision (and hence intelligence and
the brain) in terms of information processing. This enables us to formulate vision in
terms of probabilistic inference, or equivalently, as a decoding problem where the goal
is to determine information about the world from intensity patterns reaching the eye or
a camera. Information gathering, however, is not a passive process and will depend on
the goals and abilities of the agent performing the decoding. From this perspective, the
three important issues are what types of image patterns occur, how can information be
extracted from these patterns, and what information should be extracted. These three
issues will be discussed in later sections of this chapter.
At this abstract level, we are not concerned with how the algorithms for learning and
inference are implemented by hardware or wetware. For biological systems it is plausible
that certain visual abilities, such as the ability to perceive symmetry, may be learnt during
evolution and be encoded in genes and developmental processes (which may be sensitive
to the early environment). Such abilities may appear to be “hardwired” in the sense that
they are fixed by an early stage of an animal’s development. Other abilities, such as the
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ability to recognize cars, are presumably learnt at a later stage and can be modelled in
terms of neuronal plasticity. From our perspective, it is important to understand what
visual abilities can be learnt either during early development or by a mature adult. But
the corresponding biophysical mechanisms are beyond the scope of this book.
Our holy grail is a theory of visual perception which is as quantifiable as physics or
engineering. Such a theory could be applied to solve real world computer vision problems
(in the sense that a mature engineering field, such as control theory, contains techniques
for solving most control problems) and which can also provide a theory for human vision
which makes quantitive predictions which can be tested by rigourous experiments. A
theory of this type does exist for the first stage of visual and speech processing, and is
known as signal detection theory (Green and Swets [45]). Signal detection theory (SDT)
assumes that an ideal observer would make optimal use of the information in the stimulus
to perform specific visual tasks (for example, the ideal uses the optimal statistical criteria
to distinguish signal from noise.) It thus provides a rigourous quantitive comparison
to evaluate human performance. The problem is that, in its current form, the theory
is hard to apply except to simple stimulus types. For complex real world stimuli, it is
difficult to determine how to represent and quantify the statistical properties of real world
images, or shapes, and estimate the performance of an ideal observer. For example, it
seems impossible to apply signal detection theory to high level vision tasks such as object
recognition or scene understanding from natural images.
Recently, however, advances in a variety of disciplines – applied mathematics, probability theory, information theory, speech recognition, artificial neural networks, artificial
intelligence – have helped develop a framework for describing vision and other perceptual and inference problems. This framework includes a common language for describing
vision problems, mathematical techniques for modeling them, and algorithms that can
be applied to solve them. The framework reduces to standard signal detection theory as
a special case but goes a long way beyond it both in its range of applicability and the
power of its techniques. (These advances have been facilitated by the enormous increase
in computer power which has made it possible to explore increasingly complicated probability models. For example, one pragmatic reason for the immense popularity of Gaussian
probability models was the ease of computing results for them by hand in the days before
computers.)
The goal of this book is to give an introduction to these recent advances and provide
pointers to the literature where further information can be obtained. Our book will concentrate on the basic mathematical techniques and illustrate them by numerous examples
from the psychophysics literature. We hope that our work can act as a bridge between
artificial and biological vision and will help stimulate further advances in these areas. Understanding the “inner space” of the brain has been compared to exploring the universe.
Within this analogy, our aim is to provide techniques for creating Saturn 5 rockets and
Apollo spacecraft to do the exploration.
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In this chapter we will describe the basic concepts of this approach. We start by a
brief historical review of signal detection theory (SDT). The next three sections introduce
pattern theory (PT), bayesian inference, and agents interacting with the world. The fourth
section reviews the basic perceptual tasks performed by both artificial and biological vision
systems.

1.1

Signal Detection Theory and Ideal Observers

Signal detection theory was developed in the 1950’s to model and analyze human sensory
decisions in the face of signal uncertainty due to background noise, both internal and
external [95]. The theory was the result of combining earlier work in statistical decision
theory [36], [87], [46] with communication systems theory [108],[100]. The mathematical
results of these theoretical developments and their application to human sensory systems
were brought together in the classic book of Green & Swets [45]. Signal detection theory’s
contribution to human perception was two-fold: 1) statistical decision theory showed how
to analyze the internal processing of sensory decisions, and; 2) communication theory
showed how the external stimulus and task limit reliable decisions. Let’s consider each of
these in turn.
1.1.1

Modeling internal processing of perceptual decisions

The application of statistical decision theory to psychophysics showed that sensory decisions were determined by two experimentally separable factors: sensitivity (related to an
inferred internal signal-to-noise ratio, called d0 , which we will discuss extensively in the
next chapter) and the decision criterion. This distinction rested, in part, on understanding the significance of the fact that there are two ways of being correct in a detection
task–an observer can say “yes I detected the signal” and be right (a “hit”) or can say
“no, I didn’t” and also be right (a “correct rejection”), depending on whether the signal
was really transmitted or not1 . Thanks to signal detection theory, this distinction is now
“obvious”. For a fixed sensitivity, an observer can only increase the hit rate at the expense of the correct rejection rate. The hit and correct rejection rates are interpreted as
the result of: 1) an internal decision variable having two (usually Gaussian) probability
densities depending (i.e. conditional) on whether the signal was present or not; 2) basing
a decision on whether the internal variable was bigger or less than a criterion value. The
most striking success of the decision theory aspect of signal detection theory was the large
body of empirical results to emerge showing a remarkable invariance of sensitivity over
different tasks (e.g. over various criteria of the observer). On the methodological side,
the use of two-alternative forced-choice tasks (as a means to efficiently eliminate criterion
contributions from measures of sensitivity) in psychophysics became a de facto standard.
1

The two ways of being wrong are often called “false alarms” and “misses”. This distinction corresponds
to the standard definition of Type I and Type II errors in statistical significance testing.
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Although the derived measure of sensitivity (d0 ) used in psychophysical experiments
has its roots in signal detection theory, in a number of cases, however, these roots have
been cut and the measure has taken on a life of its own. This can be dangerous. d0
is a signal to noise measure appropriate when both signal and noise can be modelled
by univariate Gaussian densities with identical variances. As we will describe in this
book, there are other ways to capture the concepts of signal and noise, based on Bayesian
probability theory, which are more appropriate for many situations.
1.1.2

Ideal Observer: Modeling external limits to reliable decisions

The second major contribution of signal detection theory grew out of results from communication theory which showed that there were inherent physical limits to the reliability of
information transmission, and thus detection, independent of the specific implementation
of the detector, i.e. whether it be physical or biological. These limits can be modeled by
a mathematically defined ideal observer for the task. For the ideal observer, the signal-tonoise ratio can be obtained from direct measurements of the variations in the transmitted
signal. As we will see below, the ideal observer is of particular relevance to the pattern
theory (PT) approach we take in this book and introduced in detail later in this chapter.
The ideal observer presaged Marr’s ideas of a computational theory for an information
processing task, as distinct from the algorithm and implementation to carry it out [80].
The ideal provides a quantitative computational theory.
An important precursor of ideal observer analysis is the classic experiment of Hecht,
Schlaer and Pirenne (1942) [49], which showed that, under certain viewing conditions,
the retinal absorption of something on the order of ten photons or so was sufficient for
human light detection. As a consequence, it was concluded that a rod photoreceptor could
transduce a single photon (see [26] for an excellent account of this experiment). Their
conclusions rested on the Poisson theory of fluctuations in photon emission. However,
Hecht et al. did not analyze both hit and false alarm rates to determine sensitivity, and
a more complete analysis of light sensitivity had to wait for the development of signal
detection theory and the ability to compare estimates of the internal and external signalto-noise ratios.
1.1.3

Statistical efficiency: Comparing measurements of internal and external signal-tonoise ratios

As an information processing organ, the brain is limited both by the objective or external
information available to make perceptual decisions, and its ability to process that information. Experimental studies of human perceptual behavior are often left with a crucial,
but unanswered question: To what extent is the measured performance limited by the
information in the task rather than by the perceptual system itself? Answers to this
question are critical for understanding the relationship between perceptual behavior and
its underlying biological mechanisms. One way in which ideal observer analysis provided
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a means of addressing this question was through measurements of statistical efficiency.
The application of the ideal observer in vision had to wait almost two decades after
Hecht, Schlaer & Pirenne, when in 1962, Barlow determined the optimal quantum efficiency of human light discrimination [9]. By considering both the external and internal
sources of variability, Barlow showed that an ideal photon detector could get by with
about one tenth the number of photons as a human for the same combination of hit and
correct rejection rates. Almost all of this quantal inefficiency was accounted for by optical
light and receptor absorption losses (see [92]). The key idea was to calculate the external
signal-to-noise measure d0i determined by the physical stimuli and compare this to the
inferred internal d0h (e.g. as determined by the human observers hit and correct rejection
rates). Statistical efficiency (equal to the quantum efficiency) can be defined as: (d0h /d0i )2 ,
and is always less than or equal to 1. In succeeding chapters, we will encounter other
applications of ideal observers to human vision.
The above example of ideal observer analysis of light detection illustrates our fundamental strategy for studying perception, consisting of three modeling domains (figure
1). First, how does the signal (i.e. light switch set to “bright“ or “dim“) get encoded
into intensity changes in the image? For light discrimination, the answer must deal with
variations due to quantal fluctuations. Second, what are the limits to optimal theories for
decoding the light changes in the received image to infer which signal was transmitted?
Answers to this question rely on theories of ideal observers, or more generally of optimal
inference. Third, how does a comparison of human and ideal behavior inform our theories
of human vision?
The philosophy of this book follows the general strategy of ideal observer analysis
illustrated in figure 1; but our goal is much more ambitious–to provide the tools and
principles applicable to natural images and the full range of perceptual tasks. One of the
crucial differences between classical SDT and the aims of this book is our emphasis on
modeling the external limits to inference, including both synthesis and optimal decoding. This, we believe, is a necessary consequence of the inherent complexity of natural
image patterns. Marr wrote in 1982: “...the nature of the computations that underlie
perception depends more upon the computational problems that have to be solved than
upon the particular hardware in which their solutions are implemented.” Theories of human perceptual inference require an understanding of the limits of perceptual inference
through optimal decoding theories. These theories, in turn, require an understanding of
the transformations and variations introduced in pattern formation. With these aims in
mind, let‘s take a closer look at how signal detection theory needs to be extended.

1.2

Pattern Theory

The term “Pattern Theory” was introduced by Ulf Grenander in the 70’s [48] as a name for
a field of applied mathematics which gave a theoretical setting for a large number of related
ideas, techniques and results from fields such as computer vision, speech recognition, image
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Theories of pattern synthesis

Theories of the external information supporting perceptual inference

Theories of the brain's internal processes of percepual inference

Figure 1 Three levels of study in perceptual inference. Pattern synthesis: How do sources of information
about objects and events in the world get encoded into the images received? Optimal decoding: What
are the optimal ways of decoding the image to uncover the sources? Human perception: What theories
of human perception can explain how human performance differs from that of optimal observers?

and acoustic signal processing, pattern recognition and its statistical side, neural nets and
parts of artificial intelligence [2],[101],[50], [106],[91],[74],[3].
In mathematical terms, pattern theory corresponds to formulating problems in terms
of Bayesian probability theory. This requires having theories which can both synthesize
patterns and also analyze and interpret them. This can be summed up with the slogan
“analysis by synthesis” and will be discussed in the next section. More technically, it
leads to theories defined in terms of probabilities on graphs [91],[74].
Image patterns correspond to spatio-temporal intensity arrays on a two-dimensional
lattice. But similar concepts can be applied to other perceptual modalities and even
to more abstract inference systems such as medical expert systems. Such patterns are
typically generated by partially hidden processes and the task of the observer may be
to decode the signal to determine these causes. For medical expert systems the hidden
processes can be the diseases themselves which are unobservable and can only be determined by examining the symptons of the patient or by investigating causal factors for the
disease (such as whether the patient smoked). As for vision, the complexities of these
medical domains means that knowledge can typically only be expressed as probabilities
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rather than deterministic laws.

Figure 2 One way to see the difficulty of interpreting images is by representing them in non-standard
form. Left, an image of a hand represented by a grid plot where the z axis plots the intensity. This is
an accurate representation of the light that reaches the camera yet it is very hard to interpret. Right,
the orginal image in conventional form. Our visual skills enable us to interpret this image very easily.

The ability to synthesize patterns is a key element of pattern theory. Where do image
patterns and their transformations come from? Image formation is a complex process
which depends on several independent factors. These factors include the shape of the
objects being viewed, the texture or albedo of the objects, the light sources, and the
spatial layout. In addition, there are a variety of complications such as mutual illumination between the different objects. The following parable, derived from Adelson and
Pentland [1], illustrates how different generating factors interact when forming an image
and how hard it may be to distinguish between them.
A theatre director wishes to design a set. He employs a carpenter, a lightsman and
a painter. He explains how the set must appear to viewers in the Royal Box and asks
each employee in turn whether he can configure the set to obtain this appearance. All
his employees assure him that it is easy. The carpenter describes how by altering the
geometry of the theatre scenery he can obtain the desired effect. The lightsman says
there is no need to move the scenery, he can ensure the desired image by simply putting
in a few lights at strategic positions. The painter says it is even easier, just give him a
blank screen and he can paint any image the director likes. The point is that the albedos
of objects, their geometry, and the scene lighting are the three most important factors that
generate the image. To obtain any desired image one can simply adjust one factor keeping
the other two constant. More generally, by manipulating these factors we can come up
with an infinite number of possible scenes that cause the identical image. Inverting this
process to interpret the image is therefore impossible unless we make assumptions about
the likely structure of the scene. In other words to determine that certain image structures
are more likely to be due to albedo changes, others to lighting, and so on.
In this parable it is assumed that it is possible to specify simple physical models for
combining the different generative factors to determine the image. Complex real world
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Figure 3 Graph structure for restoring a one-dimensional image. J1 , J2 , . . . JN represent the underlying
image intensities without noise, while I1 , I2 , . . . IN are the noisy pixel values that are actually measured.
The goal is to find the MAP estimate of {Ji } given only the {Ii }, i.e. the {Ji } that maximizes
P({Ji }|{Ii }), which is equivalent to maximizing P({Ji })P({Ii }|{Ji }). The prior P({Ji }) enforces
smoothness of neighboring Ji ’s (as expressed by the lateral connections in the graph) but allows for
occasional discontinuities such as occur at object boundaries in the image. The likelihood function
P({Ii }|{Ji }) enforces the fact that {Ii } is a noisy sample of {Ji }. See Chapter 3 for details on this
model.

scenes, however, will often be too complex to determine such models (barring major
advances in computer graphics). Fortunately in many cases it may suffice to approximate
the image formation process probabilistically. Such an approach has been succesfully
used in hidden markov models of speech where modelers ignored the physical processes
which generated elementary sound units, such as phonemes, and instead trained markov
models to represent them probabilistically. If possible, however, it is preferable to have
transparent models which explicitly take into account all the factors which generate the
image.
These complexities and interacting factors require sophisticated probability distributions defined over many random variables. A typical probabilistic model for an images,
described in detail in Chapter 3, is shown in figure (3). The large number of random
variables required, which may be thousands or more, is significantly different from the
standard models used in signal detection theory, see figure (4), where there are typically
only two random variables. In order to define probability distributions on a large number
of variables we first have to know which variables directly influence each other. This
“influence” can be represented by a graph, see figure (3), where the random variables are
represented by nodes of the graph and two variables directly influence each other only if
the nodes are connected, see figure (11) for another example. Finally, we need to define
probability distributions on this graph, and the distributions we use, such as P ({Ii }|{Ji })
in figure (3) are learnt by statistical analysis of datasets. This means that they will often
not be Gaussians2 .
2
Gaussians are very popular models partially because the typically lead to straightforward linear analysis. In addition, the Central Limit theorem states that Gaussian distributions will arise if a number of
independent processes are combined. On the other hand, the Central Limit theorem only applies asymp-
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Underlying state
s = bright or dark

probability

P(n|s=dim)

P(n|s=bright)

σ

Measurement
n = number of
photons

n

dim

n

number of photons

n

bright

Figure 4 A standard problem from signal detection theory expressed as a probability on a graph. The
problem is to infer whether a bright or dim light was flashed based on the number of photons measured.
The bright light produces more photons on average, but the actual number of photons fluctuates from
trial to trial, making the inference subject to error. Left, the Bayes net specifies the structure of the
problem: the state s causes the measurement of a certain number of photons n. The prior is P(s) and
the likelihood is P(n|s), and the posterior probability P(s|n) = P(s)P(n|s)/P(n) is specified once a
measurement n is made. The difficulty of making an inference depends on how similar P(n|s = bright)
and P(n|s = dim) are. For the case in which P(n|s = bright) and P(n|s = dim) are Gaussians
of equal variance, as shown on right, this difficulty may be summarized by the signal-to-noise ratio
d 0 = (nbright − ndim )/σ. See Chapter 2 for more details of this model.

Consider, for example, the theatre workshop. It is straightforward to model it by
probabilities defined on graphs. The image is generated by a number of interacting factors
and the influences between these factors can be captured by a graph on which probability
distributions can be defined. By contrast, it does not fit easily into the paradigm of
target stimulus plus additive Gaussian noise. Instead it is more helpful to think of a
transformations that can act on patterns (see Chapter 1, by D.B. Mumford in [72]). These
transformations include spatial warping, occlusion, and superposition. We illustrate these
transformations in figure (5). As we will show in this book, it is possible to model these
types of transformations by probabilities on graphs.
Such a paradigm, when applicable, leads to powerful techniques for modeling a variety of physical systems, particularly those occuring in electrical engineering (where the
assumption can often be justified by the physics of the situation). But when many factors
are involved it is hard, and often impossible, to characterize them simply as target or
noise. In the example above, is the albedo the noise? Or the lighting? Or the geometry?
In situations where noise can be unambiguously defined it is still far from clear that additive Gaussian models are appropriate. In certain cases the central limit theorem can be
used to justify the Gaussian approximation but it should be stressed that the central limit
theorem is only valid for a restricted class of situations (the basic theorem requires a large
totically and only for restricted ways of combining processes. Moreover, as emphasized by Huber [51], and
repeatedly rediscovered by workers in computer vision, Gaussian distributions are very non-robust and
sensitive to contaminants in the data. The Central Limit Theorem and Robust Statistics are described in
Chapter 2.
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Figure 5 An example of the diffrent types of operations that are performed on image patterns. Left, a
distinguished scientist. Left center, a spatial warp of the scientist. Center right, the warped scientist
behind bars. Right, the warped scientist beyind bars viewed through a window on which a cat’s image
is reflected.

number of independently, identically distributed additive samples – though the results
can be generalized to include limited interactions between the samples). Moreover, it has
long been known that probabilistic inferences derived from assuming Gaussian models are
highly sensitive to contamination from non-Gaussian sources and are non-robust in the
sense that a single outlier in a data sample can cause enormous changes in the estimated
parameters of the Gaussian, such as its mean and variance [51]. Many examples from
computer vision illustrate the importance of robustness and the dangers of incautiously
assuming Gaussian models. Our view is that the central limit theorem is too often used as
“the valium of the intellectuals” and that appeals to it should be justified by mathematical
reasoning or careful experimental analysis.
1.2.1

Pattern theory as a generalization of ideal observer theory

It is now helpful to contrast pattern theory, and probabilities on graphs, with signal
detection theory and other ways, such as linear systems analysis, for modeling vision.
Although pattern theory is in the tradition and spirit of signal detection theory, PT
involves major conceptual and theoretical advances. For both SDT and PT, the problem
is one of decoding: the input pattern is the result of multiple causes, but only a subset of
the causes, the signals, are useful for a perceptual decision or action. Let’s consider six
ways in which PT goes considerably beyond this common foundation.
Signals are not simple functions image intensities. In SDT and classical ideal observer
analysis, the input, the noise, and the signal, are all the same “stuff”: a physical quantity
(e.g. luminance or sound pressure level) as a function of time and/or space. Perceptual
decisions are often limited to information which is explicit in the decoded signal–e.g. does
the signal image have more light intensity than another? The decoder which answers this
question is simple–it merely measures whether the image intensity is bigger. In pattern
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theory, the signals are any properties of the world useful for the visual agent; for example,
estimates of object shape and surface motion are crucial for actions such as recognition
and navigation, but are not simple functions of light intensity. Natural images are much
more complex functions of useful signals, and finding an inverse function relating image
measurements to useful signals is a major theoretical challenge.
Useful information is confounded by more than noise. In signal detection theory, the
other causes of the input pattern are called noise; in pattern theory, the other causes
include noise as well as unneeded variables of different stuff. In terms of pattern theory,
one can distinguish between primary and secondary variables.3 The primary variables
are those which the system is designed to estimate. By contrast, the secondary variables
are not estimated but are instead integrated or summed out. It should be emphasized
that the distinction between primary and secondary depends on the specific task the
system is designed to solve. Variables which are secondary for one task may be primary
for another. For example, estimating the illumination is often unimportant for visual
tasks and so the illumination variable(s) is often secondary. But there will be occasional
tasks when one wishes to determine the illumination, in which case the variable becomes
primary. Illumination is just one of several secondary variables (depending on the task)
which play the role of noise in SDT. This leads to a third major distinction.
Natural images are not linear combinations of relevant signals. Signal detection theory
is primarily linear: the input is the sum of the signal and the noise. Except in rare
instances (e.g. contrast detection limited by photon fluctuations at high light levels),
natural perceptual tasks involve inputs which are non-linear functions of the signals and
the noise (or secondary variables). For example, light intensity is a non-linear function of
object shape, reflectance, and illumination. It should be stressed that much psychophysics
up to now has been investigating the measurement stage – i.e. the retina. There has been
more concern with photoreceptor noise and other sources of early noise than with the
more general “noise”, or variability, caused by the viewed scene. It is generally believed
that human visual perception is fairly accurate after the imaging stage and so there is
little, or no, “internal noise” after the photoreceptors (see [10] for an estimate of the
residual high-level “noise” in light detection). (Though individual neurons may be noisy
the entire system appears to have a lot of redundancy built in).
This brings us to an important distinction between artificial and biological vision
modelers about where the uncertainty, or noise, should be modelled. In computer vision it
is always assumed that the noise is due to the outside world and the cameras which capture
the photons and digitize the image. There is assumed to be no noise in the computations
performed when processing the image (unless it is explicitly inserted as part of a stochastic
3

Primary and secondary variables have also been referred to as explicit and generic variables, respectively. The theory of generic views treats viewpoint as a secondary variable, enabling resolution of
ambiguities in shape perception [86]. Light direction as a secondary variable can be used to obtain a
unique estimate of depth from cast shadows [67].
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sampling algorithm). By contrast, many models of biological systems assume that there
is “noise” in the visual system in addition to the noise in the photoreceptors whereas
noise in the external stimuli is discounted. Computer vision is thus in the spirit of the
external noise component of SDT; whereas, most psychophysics has been influenced by
the internal noise contribution of SDT.
Variables of interest are rarely Gaussian. Signal detection theory approximates noise
variations as Gaussian processes. A Gaussian approximation works very well in certain
domains (as an approximation to Poisson light emission), but as we will see, fails in
most others. Both the linear and Gaussian assumptions have had a striking success in
the general problem of modeling human perceptual and cognitive decisions, where the
variability is inside the observer [45],[112]. But, when modelling external variability the
Gaussian assumption fails miserably.
Perception involves more than classification. Not surprisingly, for signal detection
theory, the primary focus is on signal detection–was the signal sent or not? Pattern theory
subsumes SDT by considering all perceptual tasks: classification, estimation, control, and
learning. SDT has not precluded abstract signals (e.g. “is any one of 100 signals there
or not?”); but we also require a framework that can handle continuous estimations (e.g.
distance or shape) as well as more complex categorical decisions: e.g. is the input pattern
due to a cat, a dog, or “my cat”? Pattern theory provides the tools for formulating the
generalization of ideal observers for the complex tasks of natural perception.
Most of the interesting perceptual knowledge on priors and utility is implicit. Both signal detection and pattern theory rest on Bayesian decision theory. As is introduced below,
two important components of decision theory are the specification of prior probabilities of
scene properties or signals and the costs and benefits of actions, through a loss function.
In most applications of SDT, it has been the experimenter that manipulates the priors
and the loss functions. The human observer is often aware of the changes, and can adopt
a conscious strategy to take these into account. For us, the most important priors are
largely determined by the structure of the environment and can, in principle, be modeled
independently of perceptual inference (i.e. in the synthesis phase of study). As we will
see later, modeling priors (e.g. through density estimation) is a hard theoretical problem
in and of itself, largely because of the large dimensionality. In classical SDT, probabilities
are typically specified over small dimensional spaces. The costs and benefits are inherent to the type of perceptual task, and determine the primary and secondary variables.
Thus, to elaborate on Helmholtz’s definition of perception: we are largely concerned with
perception as unconscious inference involving unconscious priors, and unconscious loss
functions.
Although there is a growing literature of ideal observer analysis in human vision,
the application of the ideal observer has been limited to simple statistical models and
tasks. Past studies have been confined to low-dimensional natural tasks (e.g. Poisson
fluctuation models for resolution [39]), artificial laboratory manipulations (e.g. additive
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Gaussian noise, [92]), and (overly) simple approximations of natural image statistics (e.g.
fractal image ensembles, [69]). We now introduce the recent theoretical advances which
allow us to generalize signal detection theory and ideal observers to almost all perceptual
tasks.

2

Bayes Probability Theory: Pattern Analysis and Pattern
Synthesis

A key element of this book is the use of Bayesian probability theory. An advantage of
the Bayesian approach, compared with other vision theories, is that they separate the
models and their inferences from the precise algorithms which compute these inferences
and, even further, from the hardware/wetware on which the algorithms are implemented4 .
This allows us to determine limits of performance for visual tasks which are independent
of the specific algorithm used and lies at the heart of the ideal observer concept. This
also distinguishes pattern theory from neural network approaches such as multi-layer
perceptrons [50]). From our perspective, these neural network theories try to solve two
difficult tasks — both modeling and computation at once. In a Bayesian approach, as
in Hidden Markov models and Bayes Nets, we first learn the probability distributions
and verify them explicitly by stochastic sampling, see figure (9), and then determine
algorithms for applying the models to practical problems. We believe that learning models
and algorithms separately will lead to more tractable problems. Moreover, the explicit
nature of the representations is more conducive to understanding the internal workings
of an algorithm, and to knowing what problems they will generalize to.
We now give a brief introduction to the techniques of Bayesian probability theory.
In general, we wish to infer the state of the world S given some measurement I. Thus
the variables S would correspond to the variables in our representations of the world,
for example the variables representing the shape of a face, while the measurement I
would correspond to the observed images. Within the Bayesian framework, one infers
S by considering P (S | I), the a posteriori probability of the state of world given the
measurement. Note that by definition of conditional probabilities, we have
P (S | I)P (I) = P (S, I) = P (I | S)P (S).
Dividing by P (I), we obtain Bayes’ theorem
P (S | I) =

P (I | S)P (S)
P (I | S)P (S)
=P
.
0
0
P (I)
S0 P (I | S )P (S )

(1)

This simple theorem re-expresses P (S | I), the probability of the state given the measurement, in terms of P (I | S), the probability of observing measurement given the state, and
4

See Marr 1982 for a discussion of the importance of these types of distinctions.
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P (S), the probability of the state. Each of the terms on the right-handside (RHS) of the
above equation has an intuitive interpretation.
Diversion: Conditional probabilities. Let’s take a moment to illustrate conditional
probabilities. The probability of rain in Seattle is high; but the probability of being in
Seattle, given rain is much lower. The probability of some red pixels in an image given a
tomato in a scene is fairly high. But the probability of a tomato in a scene, conditional
on some red pixels in an image, is low.
This next one is a bit more subtle5 . A murder suspect tests positive in a DNA test and
it is reported that the chances of a match with an innocent person are 1 in a million. So is it
a good guess that the guy is guilty? Not necessarily, we don’t have the right conditional
probability yet. We’ve been told the false positive rate, p(DN A match|N ot Guilty);
but because of the high moral cost of convicting the wrong person, the more crucial
conditional probability is p(N ot Guilty|DN A match). Suppose that, due to variability
in DNA testing, there are 3 people out of several million in the city that would show a
positive test. Then p(N ot Guilty|DN A match) = 2/3–evidence, which by itself would
constitute reasonable doubt. Of course there is always more than one piece of evidence,
and ultimately, what one wants is p(N ot Guilty|All Evidence).
Many people, including experts, get wrong conditional probabilities in this next, even
subtler, example. It is sometimes called the “Monty Hall problem”. A prize is behind one
of three doors, called A, B, and C. The contestant picks a door, say A, but it is left closed.
Monty Hall opens up C to show the contestant that the prize is not there. Should the
contestant change his mind and pick B? Well, the probability of the prize being behind
door A hasn’t changed: p(prize behindA) = p(prize behindA|C shown empty) = 1/3.
But p(prize behind B|C shown empty) = 2/3, so yes, the contestant should change his
mind! The information gain, on observing Monty to have opened door C, is reflected by
the change in the conditional probabilities. The correct answer isn’t intuitively obvious
to most people6 .
The expression P (I | S), often termed the likelihood function, is a measure of how
likely an image is given what we know of the state of the world. To see this, note that
5

Adapted from an example in “A Mathematician Reads the Newspaper” by John Allen Paulos.

6

The Monty Hall problem gained some notoriety through Marilyn Vos Savant’s explanation of this nonintuitive answer in Parade Magazine. Even experts disagreed with Vos Savant, leading to some professional
embarassment. Vos Savant‘s explanation was insightful and went along the following lines. Imagine there
are a 1000 doors and the prize is behind one. You pick one and then Monty Hall opens all the doors
except for the one you picked and one other (so 998 are shown to be empty). Should you switch? The
answer is now obviously “yes”. It is interesting that intution gets the right conditional probability for
1000 doors, but not for only 3. This may be because people incorrectly perceive Monty Hall to open one
of the two doors at random–whereas he obviously avoided one particular door when there are a 1000. This
also raises a point that recurs in this book. We generally assume that cognitive or perceptual decisions
are non-optimal; however, a reasonable strategy is to try to discover tasks for which we are. We do make
the right decision for the 1000 door case.
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assuming we know the state of the world, e.g. the light sources, the objects, and the
reflectance properties of the surfaces of the objects, then we can re-create, as an image,
our particular view of the world. Yet, due to noise in our imaging system and imprecision
of our models, this re-creation will have an implicit degree of variability. Thus, P (I | S)
probabilistically models this variability.
The expression P (S), referred to as the prior model, models our prior knowledge about
the world. Because of the ambiguities inherent in vision, the prior is necessary to make
vision “well-posed.” To illustrate, consider the well-known Necker cube illusion, see figure (6). This illusion is often used to illustrate the ambiguity of vision by observing that
there are two stable percepts, both of a cube (i.e. the internal vertices are seen in either
front or in back). From our perspective, however, the real interest of this illusion is why
there are only two percepts. After all, there are an infinite number of wire-frame objects which could have generated the image. Why do we only perceive cubes? In Bayesian
terms, one explains this phenomenon by asserting that the prior probability for symmetric
shapes such as cubes, which occur frequently in our world, is greater than for other irregular shapes. This prior may correspond to low level cues, such as symmetry and the high
probability of right angles, or to a specific prior for cube shapes (consider cubist paintings!)
Thus, even though the values of the likelihood functions for a cube shaped wire-frame and
a irregular shaped wire-frame may be equal, i.e. P (I| cube}) = P (I| not−cube}), the prior
term creates the observed bias toward cubes. Figure 7 illustrates how information from
the likelihood and prior probabilities can uniquely constrain the perceptual interpretation
of a cube. (This illlusion can also be “explained” by the concept of generic views, or accidental alignments, which takes into account the phase space of different interpretations
and which we will describe from a Bayesian perspective in Chapter 2.)
Another important example are the Mooney images described by Moore and Cavanagh [84]. Such images, (see figure (8), are readily identified as faces despite their
severe degradation. The bias for humans to detect faces is so strong that they ignore
other conflicting sources of information. As can be verified, by visiting the San Francisco
Exploratorium7 , an inverted (i.e. convex) face mask will be perceived as a normal face.
This perception persists even as the observer walks past the mask. The visual system
prefers to interpret the image as a distorting real face rather than a static inverted face.
As with the Necker cube and Mooney examples, in general the image alone is not
sufficient to determine the scene and, consequently, the choice of priors becomes critically
important. They embody the assumptions about the world that the visual system must
make to achieve valid percepts. Such assumptions have been proposed by workers in
biological vision and include Gibson’s ecological constraints and Marr’s natural constraints.
We therefore need likelihood functions and priors sufficiently rich to model important
aspects of the world. These probability distributions should, if possible, be learnt from the
7

In Europe, go to the London Museum of Science.
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Figure 6 In this figure of the Necker Cube, the observer always perceives a cube, even though there is
an infinite number of possible 3-D wire-frames which could produce this image.

application domain and are expected to relate to the types of fundamental transformations
desctribed by pattern theory. If the signals can be modelled by low dimensional probability
distributions (i.e. with a small number of random variables) then standard statistical
methods are sufficient to learn these models. Such techniques are not sufficient for higher
dimensional distributions, such as intensity images with up to 250, 000 dimensions, and
novel approaches are required such as Minimax Entropy Learning theory [131] which has
been demonstrated to learn probability distributions for generic images [132], and image
textures [131].
An important advantage of Bayesian models of patterns is that it allows us to stochastically sample from the model, possibly fixing some of the world variables S, using this
distribution to construct sample signals I generated by various classes of objects or events.
The basic idea of sampling is as simple as tossing a coin many times to determine if it is
biased (We will discuss sampling algorithms in detail in later chapters). A good test of
whether the prior has captured all the patterns in some class of signals is to see if these
samples are good imitations of life. From a pattern theory perspective, the analysis of the
patterns in a signal and the synthesis of these signals are inseparable problems and use
a common probabilistic model: computer vision should not be separated from computer
graphics, nor speech recognition from speech generation.
Another example of sampling comes from modelling language [109] in terms of the
probability of a letter conditional on the N previous letters. The order of these Markov
models indicate the amount of “history” encoded within them. For example, a zerothorder model has no history at all and each letter is sampled independently from the
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Figure 7 Bayes Cube. What 3D object caused the image of a cube in the upper left panel? The
likelihood constrains the possible set of objects (or scene descriptions) to those consistent with the
image data, but even this is an infinite set. The prior probability constrains the consistent set of 3D
objects to those that are more probable in the world. If the prior probability has two equal valued
modes, there would be two equally probable interpretations, as with the Necker cube. Although this
particular example suggests a sequential application of likelihood and prior constraints, Bayes does
not specify a procedure, and many Bayesian implementations simultaneously enforce both constraints.
(Adapted from Sinha & Adelson, 1993

same distribution. By comparison, a second order model samples its letters based on the
previous two letters. For a zero-order Markov model, the letters are independent and
although their frequency matches English text, there is little apparent regularity in the
samples produced. For a first-order Markov model, the frequency of pairs matches English
text and samples begin to have recognizable letter groupings, such as “ON”, or “ARE”
and near-hits such as “DEAMY”. Even more structure emerges in higher-order Markov
samples. One can generate samples based on Nth-order Markov models of words, instead
of letters and generate short phrases that often seem to make sense8
Once a suitable Bayesian theory has been specified we will need to perform proba8

It is well-known that the combinatorics become unmanageable long before meaningful sentences begin
to emerge with any grammatical consistency. This was one of the observations that led to the development
of formal theories of grammar [24].
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Figure 8 Left, a binarized “Mooney” image of a face. It can be perceived as a face despite the severe
degradation of the image. Right, the edge map corresponding to the binary image. Observe how
ambiguous this is.

Figure 9 Samples which test three different probability distributions for curves (courtesy of Song Chun
Zhu). Observe how these three samples bring out the different aspects of the curves distributions. Left,
this model biases towards jagged curves. Center, this model gives smoother curves and has multiple
parts. Right, this model has elongated smooth curves with multiple parts.

bilistic inference such as finding the most probable (MAP) estimate of the state of the
world. To illustrate how one might formulate a problem using Bayesian reasoning, we
have constructed a toy example. In this example, an observer must determine whether or
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Figure 10 Texture (from Zhu, Wu, Mumford 1997). (Left) the observed texture image from which
the Bayesian model was learnt. (Right) an image synthesized by stochastic sampling from the learnt
model.

not a family member, seen at an odd angle, is his grandmother.
Problem:
“I see a member of my family - definitely a women and definitely wearing a bikini - sunbathing on the front deck of our sailboat. Because of her position I can’t make out her
face, but it appears her hair is gray.”
“Is this my grandmother?”
Bayesian Analysis:
Obs
= Hair appears gray
Gran
= Grandmother in a bikini
W or D = Wife or Daughter in a bikini

P (Gran)
P (W or D)
P (Obs | Gran)
P (Obs | W or D)

=
=
=
=

0.01
0.99
0.5
0.05

– unlikely she would wear a bikini

– odd lighting could make hair seem gray

hence by Bayes’ Theorem
P (Gran | Obs) =
similarly
P (W or D | Obs) =

P (Obs | Gran)P (Gran)
0.005
=
P (Obs)
P (Obs)

P (Obs | W or D)P (W or D)
0.0495
=
P (Obs)
P (Obs)
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hence
P (Obs) = 0.005 + 0.0495 = 0.0545
P (Gran | Obs) =

10
!
99

In this granny example, the random variables, the distributions, and the inference
strategy are straightforward. We will now introduce a more powerful graphical way of
representing these probabilities and performing inference on them. This approach is
known as probablities on graphs and it will be used extensively in this book. It has been
built out of mathematical developments in probability, neural networks, probabilistic
AI, speech, etc. as a way for overcoming earlier limitations of probabilty theory and
information theory.
Firstly, we represent the system in terms of the joint distribution P (S, I). This distribution is defined over the set of random variables representing S and I. The graph
structure represents explicitly whether specific variables are dependent, independent, or
conditionally independent.
A classic way of illustrating conditional independence of variables is by considering
the well known phenomenon that eating ice-cream is correlated with drowning. But this
correlation does not indicate a causal relationship, or direct influence, between these
two events. Instead there is a more basic event of being at a beach which increases
the probabilities of both eating ice-cream and drowning. In probabilistic terms we can
represent being at a beach, drowning and/or eating ice cream as random variables B =
Beach, D = Drown, I = Ice − Cream. The situation is completely specified by the joint
distribution P (B, D, I). If we ignore the beach variable then we must consider the joint
P
distribution P (D, I) = B P (B, D, I). In this case we find that P (D, I) 6= P (D)P (I)
and so the variables are not independent and hence are correlated. (Two variables X and
Y are independent if P (X, Y ) = P (X)P (Y ) for all X, Y – see Appendix 1).
Now we consider the full problem. By the definition of conditional probability, see
Appendix 1, this can always be expressed as P (B, D, I) = P (I, D|B)P (B). But our
knowledge of the influence relationships between the variables means we can express
P (I, D|B) = P (I|B)P (D|B), or equivalently we state that I and D are conditionally
independent if B is specific (i.e. as being at beach or not). We can therefore express the
full probability distribution as:
P (B, D, I) = P (D|B)P (I|B)P (B),

(2)

which can be represented by a graph with arrows connecting the random variable B to D
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Figure 11 A Bayes Net is a directed graph with probabilities. The arrors derive links between nodes which
directly influence each other. Imagine a gameshow where the players have to identify the professions
of people but only by asking indirect questions. The jobs are “unemployed”, “Harvard professor” and
“Mafia Boss”. The players are not allowed direct questions but they can ask about causal factors –
e.g. “bad luck” or “ambition” – or about symptoms – “heart attack”, “eating disorder”, “big ego”.

and I. This graph makes clear the dependencies between the variables and, in particular,
that D and I are conditionally independent given that we are on a beach.
The key point here is the distinction between direct and indirect influences. Being at
a beach directly influences drowning and eating ice-cream. But ice-cream and drowning,
in themselves, are only indirectly related. The concept of influence is very general and
subsumes the notion of causality. It also allows us to represent probability distributions
in many variables by graphs where the random variables are represented by nodes and
direct influence between random variables is denoted by links joining the appropriate
nodes. The nature of the problem will determine the complexity of the graph needed
to represent it. For a problem with many independent variables only a few links will
be needed and the graph structure will be simple. For more complex situations with
direct influences between many variables we will require complicated graphs. In fact one,
abstract, way to consider the structure of this book is in terms of increasing complexity of
the graph structures which we need for modelling increasingly complex vision problems.
The graphical representation makes explicit the dependencies between random variables and makes probabilistic inference more straightforward by basic operations such as
marginalization and conditioning. For example, both the prior and likelihood function can
be obtained by standard manipulations known as marginalization and conditioning. The
P
prior on S can be obtained directly by summing out the I variables, P (S) = I P (S, I),
which is marginalization. To determine the likelihood function we condition to obtain
P (I|S) = P (S, I)/P (S). Marginalization and conditioning are two of the most important
ways of performing inference and we will continually use them in this book. We note that
after conditioning on a variable we obtain a conditional distribution.
It is helpful to also consider the problem from the perspective of information theory
[28]. This approach has its roots in work of Barlow [9] (see also Rissanen [102]). The close
link between the Bayesian and the information-theoretic approaches which comes from
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Shannon’s optimal coding theorem. This theorem states that given a class of signals I,
the coding scheme for such signals for which a random signal has the smallest expected
length satisfies:
length(code(I)) = − log2 p(I),
(3)
where, following Shannon, we assume that the signals are encoded by a binary alphabet
(i.e. the alphabet consists of {0, 1}) though other codings are possible. (We also gloss
over technical issues involving fractional code length – see [28]). The intuition that we
should use shorter length codes to represent commonly occuring signal elements is at the
basis of most code designs, such as Morse code.
Given an input image I we may choose to describe it in terms of variables S which do
not correspond to direct observables but which represent the structure of the image better.
(One can even think of S as representing the objects in the scene and I being the image
of them.) From this perspective, finding the most probable interpretation of a signal –
finding S∗ which maximizes P (S|I) – is equivalent to finding the shortest way to encode
S given that we have observed signal I. In other words, we seek the simplest explanation
of the input signal. This principle of economy dates back to William of Occam and is
referred to as Occam’s razor and lies at the heart of mimimum description length theory
[102].
Although this connection is attractive opinions differ about its utility. Our view is that
it offers a new perspective on probability theory which may be a useful guide for defining
probability distributions on complex events. The theatre workshop analogy, described
earlier, is an example where minimum description length is a natural criterion. Indeed,
the original example was formulated along these lines with costs for painting, costs for
lighting, costs for carpentry.
Many of the basic concepts of information theory are directly related to perceptual
processing and will be introduced in detail in later chapters of this book. Indeed, as
we stated earlier, perceptual processing can be thought of as decoding input signals by
extracting information. In addition, a visual system will need to encode information
efficiently in order to transfer it from one part of the system to another. For such problems,
concepts such as the entropy of a distribution and the capacity of channels play crucial
roles. Roughly, the entropy measures the uncertainty of the distribution: highly peaked
distributions have low entropy and spread-out ones have high entropy.
One can also ask questions about the entropy of images and what aspects of images
convey important information. One way to approach this is based on Shannon’s guessing
game for estimating the entropy of English: the entropy can be bounded by observing
how good humans are at predicting sequences of words. Experiments based on this idea
have been applied to images [65].
Finally, we are aware that the word “Bayes” comes with several associations which are
irrelevant to this book. In particular, it has been associated with philosphical arguments
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about the difference between “subjective” interpretations of probabilities (which involve
degrees of belief) versus so-called “objectivist”, or “frequentist” approaches. We do not
wish to get involved in this controversy and stress that the probability distributions we
use are intended to correspond as much as possible to the objective reality of the domain
and should, if possible, be measured or learnt. Nevertheless we stress that objectivist
approaches to probability theory often smuggle in unstated assumptions and we have
sympathy with Good’s remark that “the subjectivist states his judgements, whereas the
objectivist sweeps them under the carpet by calling assumptions knowledge, and he basks
in the glorious objectivity of science”. Many theories of computer vision can be criticized
in this light. A big advantage of the Bayesian approach is precisely that it forces all the
assumptions of the model to be clearly stated so that they are then capable of empirical
investigation.
From the perspective of the book the basic questions about Bayes are technical issues.
Can we represent the problems of interest by Bayesian networks? And can we learn these
probabilities accurately? If so, can we perform probabilistic inference efficiently? (When
using this approach to model biological systems one must keep in mind that the biophysics
of neurons and the anatomical structure of the brain may put restrictions on the types of
theories which can be implemented.)

3

Vision for an Agent in the World

Up to this point we have been talking about vision in a passive unteachable agent. By
this we mean that the agent passively observes and never acts on the basis of what it sees;
and that it analyzes its sensory data using a fixed set of expectations which are never
updated. The complete agent does neither.
The complete agent uses the input from the visual system to help decide on which
actions to perform in the world. The agent’s real interest is not in merely guessing the
state of the world, but taking those actions which optimize its chances of achieving its
goals. Thus, certain incorrect actions are more dangerous than others, and this may
bias your guesses about the state of the world, given incomplete knowledge. The tradeoffs affecting such a choice can be formalized using decision theory which introduces the
concept of a loss function which depends on the action performed and the state of the
world. In our Granny example, the required action might be to call out the name of the
wearer of the bikini and tell her that you have finished cooking lunch. The loss function
will then depend on the name you call and on the true identity of the bikini wearer.
Granny may be flattered to be mistaken for your wife or daughter yet your daughter may
be unhappy if she is mistaken for Granny. Bayesian decision theory suggests that you
take the action which minimizes the expected loss of your action or, if necessary, obtain
additional information before making a decision.
More formally, suppose the action A is one of the possible actions that can be taken
after interpreting the scene S. A loss function L(A, S) specifies the penalty for performing
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action A if the scene is S. The risk R(A; I) of taking action A when the input is I is
defined to be the expected loss:
R(A; I) =

X

L(A, S)P (S | I),

S

with respect to the a posterior probability, P (S|I) of S. An important special case is
when the action A is to guess the state S. In this situation, one possible loss function is
that you pay penalty 0 for making any wrong interpretations and receive the reward +1
for all of the correct interpretations. In other words, L(A, S) = −1 if A = S and = 0
otherwise. In this case the risk reduces to
R(A; I) = −P (A | I),
and hence the best strategy is to pick the most likely interpretation. This is called MAP
estimation (Maximum a posteriori). As we will see in later chapters other estimation
strategies are sometimes better. (Note that decision theory is used in Signal Detection
theory and adjusting payoff rewards can be used to affect the observers’ decisions).
After finding the action A∗ which minimizes the expected loss the agent can decide
whether the anticipated risk, R(A∗ ; I), is too great. If so, the agent can postpone taking
action until it has gathered further information. Actively gathering more data until the
objects in the world are better identified is one of the main principles of so-called active
vision. The simplest procedure may be moving your head to get a better view, or more
simply to make the foreground pop out from the background by giving it relative motion.
The idea that passive vision, especially of still images, was an unnatural degenerate case
of vision for an agent goes back to J.J. Gibson.
More formally, the agent can take another measurement J and determine the modified
a posteriori distribution:
P (S | I, J) =

P (I, J | S)P (S)
.
P (I, J)

The expected risk, and hence the optimal action, can now be determined using the
modified a posteriori function. Hopefully the additional information will make the correct
interpretation more probable and hence decrease the anticipated risk. Additional measurements can be taken until the anticipated risk is considered acceptable. Of course, this
analysis has assumed that measurements are freely available. If not, the cost of making
them must be taken into account. It may be better to chance missidentifying Granny
than to take your eye off the stove and risk spoiling the lunch.
To give another example where using MAP estimates of the world without considering
risk leads to suboptimal actions, consider a frog placed in a box into which flies are very
occasionally placed. Suppose the frog correctly learns its priors from the statistics of the
past, so that it gives a very low prior probability to the occurrence of flies. Thus even
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when a fly is present the a posteriori probability of seeing a fly will be very small and the
frog may miss all potential meals. This problem can be avoided by adopting the correct
loss function, so that the frog decides to act as though it has detected a fly even when
the a posteriori probability is very small.
This example also illustrates the fact that agents operate within specific domains
and their perceptual systems may break down in novel domains or if characteristics of the
domains are altered. For example, it is reported that certain birds are unable to distinguish
between their eggs and beer bottles inserted into their nests by inquisitive scientists. Beer
bottles were presumably not a major factor during the many years when these bird’s
visual systems developed so there would have been little need to waste valuable neurons
to represent them. Of course, the visual systems of humans and the higher mammals
display great plasticity and ability to learn novel stimuli. If a westerner travels to the
far east, he quickly begins to learn distinctive facial characteristics of easterners and thus
acquire better abilities to recognize people he meets. Moreover, many psychophysical
experiments show that human observers can learn to perform visual tasks at which they
are initially poor and which seem to have little in common with those tasks that they would
perform in their normal environments. Furthermore experiments on adult monkeys have
shown dramatic changes in brain representations followed by exposure to specific stimuli
for an extended period.
This domain specificity should be kept in mind when considering ideal observer experiments. A human observer may be ideal when performing everyday visual tasks in a known
environment. But under experimental conditions, it is possible that an observer needs
extended exposure to the task and domain in order to learn the appropriate Bayesian
model. In some situations strong hints might be helpful. Moreover, there is definitely a
limit to the plasticity of the brain and hence a limit to the tasks that an observer can be
trained to do ideally.
This leads us to another objection to Bayesian models which is sometimes raised. Experiments on human reasoning have demonstrated that humans can be poor at estimating
and computing with probabilities. Would this prevent humans from behaving as ideal
observers? We argue that the answer is no. On the one hand, it is very dubious to draw
analogies between conscious reasoning and low-level unconscious perceptual inference. On
the other, we suspect that humans are perfectly able to compute probabilities for the tasks
which matter to them. A bookmaker, or an insurance agent, who ignored probabilities
would rapidly go broke. In summary, an intelligent agent needs only perform some tasks
optimally and this will depend on its goals, resources, and environment.

4

Tasks for Experiments and Artificial Systems

Although, functional visual tasks are diverse, both computer vision and experimental psychophysics concentrate on a small number of types of inferences. This section introduces
the basic types. As we will see throughout the book, Bayesian probability theory, together
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Object perception
Object-centered
(object recognition)
Entry-level Subordinate-level
Shape
Material
Articulation
Viewpoint
Relative position
Illumination

P
S
S
S
S
S

P
P
P
S
S
S

Spatial layout
World-centered Observer-centered
(hand action)
Planning
Reach
Grasp
S
S
S
S
P
S

S
S
S
P
S
S

S
S
P
S
S
S

Table 1 Table illustrating how the visual task determines the primary (or explict) variables to be estimated (P) , and secondary (or generic) scene variables to be discounted (S), e.g. through marginalization. The pattern of image intensities is determined by all of the scene variables, object shape,
material, object articulation (e.g. body limb movements or facial expression), viewpoint, relative position between objects, and illumination. Our classification into primary and secondary is by no means
definitive. For example, viewpoint may be secondary in some types of spatial planning, such as putting
a puzzle together, but primary for planning a trajectory.

with rules such as conditioning and marginalization, gives a calculus for performing these
inferences.

4.1

Functional Visual Tasks

The two fundamental tasks of vision are object localization and recognition. But there are
numerous variations depending on the task. One can localize an object, track an object,
and localize oneself. The visual requirements for reaching to an object are quite different
than those for judging relative position between objects. One can see the color, shape
and relative position of an object, as well as determine whether it is an animal, a dog, or
“my dog, Snuggles”. A given task requires certain scene variables to be estimated more
accurately than others, depending on the loss function.
Recognition and localization can be broken down even further. Research in human
object recognition has distinguished entry-level from subordinate-level object recognition [104]. Entry-level recognition is the intial fast-acess to object categories typically at
an intermediate level of abstraction (e.g. “Is this a dog?”). Subordinate-level recognition
is finer grain (e.g. “Is this a Doberman?”). It has been argued that entry-level recognition is determined primarily by object shape [18], whereas subordinate-level recognition
requires fine-grain shape, material, or articulation estimates. Spatial layout tasks include
scene recognition, determining the relative location between objects, and path planning.
Picking up an object requires reach and grasp, which each have their own requirements
for primary variables. The distinction between secondary and primary variables for a
common set of visual tasks is illustrated in Table (1).
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4.2

Types of inference for visual tasks

Suppose we identify various nodes in the graphical structure of a problem as signals or
causes (S), intermediate variables (α), and image patterns or effects (I). Our knowledge
of a problem is completely characterized by the joint probabiity, p(I, α, S). Perceptual
inference is deciding on some hypothesis, H(S), regarding the causes given the image
pattern. This requires knowledge characterized by p(I, S), obtained by marginalizing
over the intermediate variables, α. On the other hand, learning the relationship between
images and signals requires knowledge of intermediate parameters, α, via p(α), obtained
through marginalization over causes and effects. In this section we will describe the
standard visual tasks and illustrate how we can model them by Bayesian inference. In
later chapters, we will show how similar concepts apply to learning and control tasks.
Many computer vision systems are designed to perform actions on the world. This can be
modelled by introducing techniques from Decision Theory and Control theory to augment
pattern theory.
4.2.1

Types of tasks

There are a relatively small number of types of inference task in psychophysics and computer vision, most of which are variations on classification or estimation.
In classification, we have a discrete set of hypotheses {Hi }, and the task is to observe
I, and choose its category i:
Hi : I ∈ S i , i = 1 . . . n
The rule for pattern synthesis can be quite abstract. For example, one may have to
decide whether image data I is a picture of “Elias, Jess, or Simeon”. If n = 2, the task
is discrimination. The term detection is often used if n = 2, and one of the hypotheses
is: H0 : I ∈
/ S1 (e.g. “Was there a light flash or not?”) This is the “yes/no” task in
psychophysics.
In computer vision and experimental psychophysics, the rule for image formation
is often a simple function, F (S, α), of the signal (S) and secondary (α) variables (e.g.
I = S + α). It is common in psychophysics for the difficulty of the task to be controlled
by small changes of a single signal parameter, ∆S which can correspond to an image
parameter such as contrast, wavelength, duration, noise or image position. For example,
the discrimination task is determined by:
H1 : I = F (S0 , α)
H2 : I = F (S0 + ∆S, α)
where α is the noise. Barlow’s task, described earlier, was of this sort: “Was the flash of
light from the bright or the dim source?”. Threshold is defined as, ∆Sc , for a criterion
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performance level (e.g. percent correct). For a continuous signal parameter, detection
corresponds to S0 = 0. The independent experimental variable, S, can be a scene variable
whose effects in the image may be quite complex. For example, S could be the distance
of an object from the viewpoint. Performance is summarized by percent correct, or hit
and false alarm rates in a yes/no task, or by a confusion matrix in a classification task9 .
The estimation task requires us to assign a continuously valued number, Ŝ to some
continuously valued target parameter, S. Formally, the task is, given I, estimate S, where
S is a continuous index on the space of hypotheses:
HS : I = F (S, α)
Estimation is a common computer vision task. In human perception, there is a long
tradition, outside the signal detection theory framework, of doing “magnitude estimation”
for sensations. Human observers can show surprising lawfulness when assigning numbers
to sound pressure level, contrast, and so forth [111]. Some psychophysicists have been
suspicious of magnitude estimation, and instead prefer “matching” tasks.
Continuous matching requires us to adjust a continuous control parameter, θ, to match
some aspect of the target:
Hθ : S = S(θ), where Iθ = F (S(θ), α)
In a discrete matching task or “match-to-sample”, I, corresponding to S is observed,
and a collection of hypotheses are represented by their observed outputs, Ii . The task is
to choose i that gives the best match between the target and comparison:
Hi : S = Si , where Ii = F (Si , α)
.
Matching has been used with great success to discover the mechanisms of early color
vision ([81],[53]).
The “same/different” task is closely related, but checks for a match or not between
two samples: S2 6= S1 ?. Like color matching, the observer is usually required to ignore
some aspect of information. For example, one might have to decide whether I2 is from
the same object, S, as is I1 , given some unknown change in viewpoint α. Psychophysical
results from such experiments can provide tests of hypotheses regarding the mechanisms
vision has to allow for variations in the image due to secondary variables.
9
For both detection and discrimination, a rating scale method can be used in which the confidence
of a response to a fixed signal strength S is broken up into discrete bins in which one assigns numbers
answering the question: ”Was the signal present?” (E.g. 1=no chance; 2=probably not ; 3 = can’t tell;
4=probabily; 5=certainly). These data are used to construct an Receiver Operating Characteristic or ROC
curve (see next chapter). There are well-known theoretical relationships between the yes/no, 2AFC and
rating scale measurements of sensitivity ([76] [45]).
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Given a vector variable, S, one can classify, discriminate or estimate with respect
to some projection of S. In color experiments, an observer may be asked to match or
discriminate along the hue dimension. This adds the complication of how the human
task is affected by the requirement to do projection: E.g. color matches with 3 “knobs”
for hue, saturation, and brightness aren’t necessarily the same as matches with only one
“knob”, say for hue.
We mentioned earlier that the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task has become
a standard tool in threshold measurements. Here, both I1 and I2 are observed, and the
task is to decide which was due to, say, case i = 1. So, for the continuum case, one
hypothesis is:
H1 , S2 > S1 , where Ii = F (Si , α)
and the other hypothesis is the null, H0 , S2 = S1 .

5

Bayesian estimation: Putting the pieces together

It should be stressed that different tasks require us to perform different probabilistic
inferences. In many of these cases we are only concerned with a subset of the random
variables which specify the problem. The input image I may be generated by two factors
F, C by P (I|F, C) and with priors P (F, C). For example, the variable F might correspond
to the identity of the target and the variable C to its color in the image.
An example in which coupling between two factors plays an important role is provided
in the following simple Bayes net. This net (see figure (12) represents the problem of
determining the identity and color of a fruit based on noisy shape and color measurements
derived from a color image of the fruit. The fruit F assumes value a for apple or t for
tomato, and its color C is either r for red or g for green. The shape measurement IS
yields an apple or tomato response, denoted a or t, and the color measurement IC yields
a red or green response, r or g. Because the measurements are noisy their responses may
not reflect the true identity and color of the fruit.
The prior probabilities are specified as follows. P (F = a) = 9/16 and P (F = t) =
7/16. The conditional probabilities of color given fruit identity are: P (C = r|F = a) =
5/9 and P (C = g|F = a) = 4/9 for an apple and P (C = r|F = t) = 6/7 and P (C =
g|F = t) = 1/7 for a tomato. The joint prior probability of F and C are then given by
P (F, C) = P (F )P (C|F ), which equals 5/16 for (a,r), 4/16 for (a,g), 6/16 for (t,r) and
1/16 for (t,g). Thus the prior probability on color alone is P (C = r) = 11/16 and P (C =
g) = 5/16, and we notice that F and C are not independent, i.e. P (F, C) 6= P (F )P (C),
but are coupled.
The imaging probabilities P (IS |F ) and P (IC |C) relate identity and color to shape and
color measurements and are listed here (in pairs for conciseness):
P (IS = a, t|F = a) = 11/16, 5/16
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F

C

Fruit = apple or tomato

Color = red or green

Shape measurement=
apple or tomato

Color measurement=
red or green

I

S

I

C

Figure 12 Simple Bayes net relating a fruit and its color to shape and color measurements. The
arrows in the net express the form of the joint distribution on all the variables: P(F , C , IS , IC ) =
P(F )P(C |F )P(IS |F )P(IC |C ). Given the measurements IS and IC , estimates of the identity F and
color C of the fruit depend on whether F and C are estimated jointly or separately.

P (IS = a, t|F = t) = 5/8, 3/8
P (IC = r, g|C = r) = 9/16, 7/16
P (IC = r, g|C = g) = 1/2, 1/2
Let us now assume that for one particular fruit sample the shape measurement is IS =
a and the color measurement is IC = r. (The measurements alone suggest “red apple” as
the most likely interpretation, but we must also taken to account the prior information
P (F, C).) The posterior probability P (F, C|IS = a, IC = r) is then proportional to
P (F, C, IS = a, IC = r) = P (F )P (C|F )P (IS = a|F )P (IC = r|C), which equals 495/163
for (a, r), 352/163 for (a, g), 540/163 for (t, r) and 80/163 for (t, g). Note that the constant
of proportionality is independent of F and C, so we can normalize to obtain P (F, C|IS =
a, IC = r) = 495/1467 for (a, r), 352/1467 for (a, g), 540/1467 for (t, r) and 80/1467 for
(t, g).
F and C may be estimated jointly as the MAP (maximum a posterior) estimate of
∗
∗
P (F, C|IS = a, IC = r), i.e. (Fjoint
, Cjoint
) = (t, r) – the most likely interpretation of the
data is that the true fruit is a red tomato. However, if we estimate F and C separately
∗
∗
we will not obtain Fseparate
= t and Cseparate
= r. Instead, P (F |IS = a, IC = r) =
P
C P (F, C|IS = a, IC = r), yielding P (F = a, t|IS = a, IC = r) = 847/1467, 620/1467
P
∗
and hence Fseparate
= a. Similarly, P (C|IS = a, IC = r) = F P (F, C|IS = a, IC = r),
∗
yielding P (C = r, g|IS = a, IC = r) = 1035/1467, 432/1467 and hence Cseparate
= r. The
coupling between identity and color, combined with the unreliability of the measurements,
means that, although the most likely single interpretation of the data is “red tomato”,
the most likely identity overall is “apple” when we allow for the possibility of it being
either red or green.
If we want to estimate both target identity and color then we must apply Bayes rule
to get a posterior probability for both F, C. More precisely, we must estimate F, C from:
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P (I|F, C)P (F, C)
.
0
0
0
0
F 0 ,C 0 P (I|F , C )P (F , C )

P (F, C|I) = P

(4)

If, however, we only care about the target identity F then we must sum over all
possible colors C of the target and then estimate F from:
P (F |I) =

X

P (F, C|I).

(5)

C
∗
Fjoint

In general, the value
we which obtain from P (F, C|I) when estimating F, C
∗
together will differ from the value Fseparate
obtained by estimating F on its own. This
result sometimes goes against our intuitions. Surely detecting whether a target is present
in an image must first require us to determine its color? From a Bayesian perspective,
performing the detection optimally requires us to sum out over all the colors which the
target might have in the image. In mathematical terms this requires us to marginalize
our distribution by summing out the random variables whose values we are not concerned
with–the secondary variables. In many situations, the contribution to this sum will be
strongly dominated by colors of the target which are close to the correct color. The result
will then be almost identical to estimating the color and the target identity simultaneously. But there will be situations where the results will differ in important ways. An
important case, which we will discuss in the next chapter, concerns the accidental viewpoint assumption whose interpretation, from a probabilistic perspective, critically depends
on whether variables are summed out or not.
Marginalization over secondary or unneeded variables plays an important role in
Bayesian inference as we will illustrate throughout this book. Indeed it is perhaps the
most important inference tool and the computational complexities of many models depend
critically on whether marginal distributions can be calculated in reasonable time.
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Key points:
• Vision, and other forms of perceptual inference, can be thought of in terms of decoding input image signals in order to extract information and determine appropriate
actions.
• Realistic images are generated in complex ways involving multiple factors. It is
usually difficult to model such problems within the standard target/noise task. In
particular, typical images require an immense number of random variables to model
them.
• Images and the World consist of patterns. These patterns must be described and
understood. Although patterns are complex there are regularities and, in particular,
a limited number of transformations which constantly appear.
• In Bayesian models the objects of interest, both in the image and in the scene, are
represented by random variables. These probability distributions should represent
the important properties of the domain and should be learnt or estimated if possible.
Stochastic sampling can be used to judge the realism of the distributions.
• Visual inference about the world would be impossible if it were not for regularities
occuring in scenes and images. The Bayesian approach gives a way of encoding
these assumptions probabilistically. This can be interpreted in terms of obtaining
the simplest description of the input signal and relates to the idea of vision as
information processing.
• The Bayesian approach separates the probability models from the algorithms required to make inferences from these models. This makes it possible to define ideal
observers and put fundamental bounds on the ability to perform visual tasks independently of the specific algorithms used.
• Various forms of inference can be performed on these probability distributions. The
basic elements of inference are marginalization and conditioning.
• Probability distributions on many random variables can be represented by graph
structures with direct influences between variables represented by links. The more
complex the vision problem, in the sense of the greater direct influence between
random variables, the more complicated the graph structure.
• The purpose of vision is to enable an agent to interact with the world. The decisions
and actions taken by the agent, such as detecting the presence of certain objects or
moving to take a closer look, must depend on the importance of these objects to
the agent. This can be formalized using concepts from decision theory and control
theory.
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• Computer vision modelers assume that the uncertainty lies in the scene and pay less
attention to the image capturing process. By contrast, biological vision modelers
have paid a lot of attention to modeling the noise in the photoreceptors and retina
– and less on the scene.
• There are certain precise mathematical tasks which we need to compute: Detectability, Discrimination, Localization, Identification/Classification/Estimation. These
involve various forms of inference.
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